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“Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon, Security Tension and 

Fears of Deportation” 

 

 
 

 A Palestinian was killed under torture in the Syrian security 

prisons. 

 Distribution of limited quantities of aids to the besieged people 

in Yarmouk camp. 

 Shelling and clashes in the Yarmouk camp in Damascus. 

 The continuation of closing the only road that connects Khan 

Al Sheih camp with the adjacent areas. 

 Living conditions are forcing the youth of Al Aedein camp in 

Homs to leave their camp. 

 Unknown group kidnapped Hani Darweish in Homs. 
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Victims 

The Palestinian activist Maher Fawzi Hmaid 19 years was killed in the 

Syrian security prisons after being arrested at the entrance of Yarmouk 

camp near Al Righa square several months ago. It is worth mentioning 

that Maher was the grandson of the civil council chairman in the 

Yarmouk camp, Mr. Fawzi Hmaid. 

 

Maher Fawzi Hmaid 

Lebanon 

Amid the security tension in Lebanon and under unprecedented state of 

anger between its political parties, Palestinian refugees from Syria to 

Lebanon are afraid of the negative repercussions of this crises after the 

Lebanese general security refused to renew their residency. 

This has made their presence in Lebanon as irregular and that exposes 

them to be investigated by the security checkpoints which are spreading 

widelyrecently. The Lebanese general security attributes its refusal to 

extend residencies to the absence of decisions which states that. 

The Lebanese authorities issued recently a lot of strict conditions about 

the entry of Palestinian Syrian refugees. The refugees are afraid of being 

deported to Syria because of the security situation there, in addition that 

most of the youth are required to apply to military service and will be 

detained at the border if they were deported. 
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The Lebanese authorities have previously deported dozens of refugees to 

Syria after being arrested while they were trying to travel with fake visas 

through Rafiq Al Hariri airport in Beirut, according to the statement of 

the Lebanese General Security. 

Therefore, many Palestinian Syrian refugees in Lebanon complain of 

what they described as that the Palestinian factions, UNRWA and the 

Palestinian embassy do not take serious actions to put an end to their 

problem. 

Mohammed speaks to our correspondent in Lebanon, saying, "The 

UNRWA, the Palestinian factions and the embassy did not interact with 

our suffering and did not give us any legal support, they do not move 

until after the occurrence of the problem. Dozens of young people were 

deported to Syria while UNRWA, Palestinian factions and Palestine 

embassy just kept watching them”. 

Mohammed continues” Where is the PLO? Where are the factions? 

Where is the UNRWA? All of them were near to us in the time of 

prosperity and left us in difficult times, we are now without residencies 

and without a job, and may be deported at any moment”. 

 

Recent Updates 

A limited quantity of aid was distributed to the besieged people of 

Yarmouk camp in Damascus. The Syrian Regular Army and groups of the 

Public Front- General Command imposed a strict siege for more than a 

year that imposes a tragic living and health reality to the people of the 

camp. 

Most of the hospitals and all the bakeries stopped working, in addition to 

power cut during the siege. A number of missiles have dropped on the 

camp and targeted different parts of it resulted in limited material 

damages only, coincided with the outbreak of violent clashes between 

groups belonging to the opposition and the regular army on several axes 

using light and medium weapons.  
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Distribution of aid in Yarmouk refugee camp 

The Regular Army continues closing Zakia road which is the last road 

that remains to the people. This road is exposing to snipping by the 

Regular Army members. A state of tension with sounds of explosions and 

clashes coming from the farms that surround Khan AL Sheih camp. 

A strange phenomenon was grown in Al Aedein camp in Homs of young 

people to leave their camp because of the security situations where the 

camp is subjected to the control of the Regular Army and Palestinian 

groups loyal to it. 

A number of youth were forced to asylum to Turkish territory for fear of 

arrest, and in Homs also a group of unidentified people kidnapped the 

young man “Hani Abdel Nasser Darwish" from Al Aedein camp in Homs 

before about three days, at Dablan crossing in Homs, after being 

searched by the Security checkpoint there. 

 

Jordan 

AMNESTY International, in a statement issued yesterday, confirmed that 

Jordan refused the entry of Palestinian refugees who escaped from Syria 

or forcibly deported them, in clear violation of its international 
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obligations, where Jordan has officially ban the entry of Palestinians 

coming from Syria since January 2013, also forcibly more than 100 

person who managed to enter the country since mid-2012, including 

women and children, according to AMNESTY International report. 

 


